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The largest value of the coefficient of refraction is at Swyrc Barrow, in the observed zenith
distance of High Wilhays, which slightly exceeds one-tenth. The next in magnitude is at Ben

Nevis. The mean reading of the barometer at this station was 25-2 3 3; and it is worthy of
notice, that for about a fortnight during the stay of the observers on the bill (when the greater

part of the observations were made) the state of the atmosphere was unusually calm ; so much so,
that a lighted candle could often be carried from the tents of the men to the observatory, whilst
at the foot of the hill the weather was wild and stormy.
The coefficient resulting from the observations at Dunnose to Ditchling is considerably greater

than the mean, as is also the coefficient at Malvern. The range of the whole is from to 1
5
1
—
1

and

the mean

When the coefficient of refraction, k, is derived from reciprocal observations of zenith distance,

we have (see page 51 1)—
z' + z - 180°

1
)

where z and z’ are the observed zenith distances, and v the angle' subtended by the two stations

at the centre of the earth. The weights assumed for the separate determinations are directly as

the square root of the distance and inversely as the sum of the reciprocals of the numbers of

observations at the two observing stations.
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The following table contains the calculation of I 12 values of k :—
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k=-o817, and for the latter =-o772; or if we omit the case of Ben Nevis, in which the
atmosphere" was apparently in an abnormal state, k = 0756 for rays not crossing the sea. These

* It is much to be regretted that the observations of the barometer and thermometer on the tops of the hills in Scotland
were not made with systematic regularity. The following results of the observations at some of the highest points may
be interesting, but it is necessary to premise that the index error of the instrument in each case is not exactly known.
It is an almost unavoidable result of travelling that small bubbles of air are introduced into the vacuum, and thus all
readings will require a positive correction, which at some of the stations may amount to nearly a tenth of an inch.

Period.
4
Maximum Pressure. Minimum Pressure.

- — _ __ _ A __ ._____—__ Corres.—____ ‘Corres. Mean Mean No,
Name‘ Helght' ‘

Temp.
'

Temp. Pressure. Temp. Obs.
From To

‘
Date. Amount. Date. Amount.

0 O O
h 8:

Ben Nevis . . _ 4406 Aug. 1 Nov. 14 i '21:?“th
2562 58 lséctobégth 2437 35 215-233 45 116

Ben Macdui . . . 4296 June 6 Aug. 16
l tJougsl;92

26-10 58 “Sailfiflh 25-15 38 25-713 47 71

l

Goat Fell . . . 2875 Aug. 13 Dec. 2 “21:2;de 27-37 56 Oct. 5 26-07 37 ,6. 754 4, loo

. th
Scournalapich . . 3773 July 15 Oct. 25 ! Isletstetgggn 26' 63 54 Oct. 6 25' 15 38 26-052 48 223

I

. l nth to 13th
Corryhabbie . . . 2569 Sept. 30 Nov. 21 October_ 27 '43 40 Oct. 28 26' 6o 35 27' 004 38 109

Hart Fell . . . 2638 Sept. 30 March 4
'
“Lixcgfh 27-68 30 (agicigbgifh 26' 54 43 27-096 29 98

Cheviot . . . . 2669 June 16 Sept. 13 27'65 55 wtglifyfs‘h
26'61 47 27-211 51 100

Mount Battock . . 2555 May 10 July 3 tygznil‘, 27-81 59 June 14 26-72 45 27-231 50 168

l
1st to 2nd 2 rd to 2 th

Jura . . . . . 2566 Sept. 30 Nov. 12 ‘ October. 27' 53 48 300mm:
26' 67 36 27' 288 41 89

ACE—The maxima and minima here given are not single readings, but the mean of the readings during the period of maximum or
minimum pressure.

From the usual formulae connecting the heights of stations with the readings of the barometer, and assuming that the
thermometer falls 1° for every 275 feet of altitude, we may derive this formula—

:_—lk
log k (1 + E) I

which gives the height, b
’, of the barometer at the altitude, h (= 62137 11), above the level of the sea, when the height of

the barometer at the level of the sea is b, and the temperature 50° + '1'.
If we assume 29'850 as the mean height of the barometer in the latitude of Scotland at the level of the sea and
temperature of 50° Fahrenheit, the corresponding height due to different altitudes will be as follows :—

Altitude Height of Altitude Height of
in Feet. Barometer. ' in Feet. Barometer.

in. in.
2000 27-702 + '0072-r 3500 26173 + '0100-1- ~

2500 27'185 + '0082 'r 4000 :5'680 + '0108'r

3000 26675 + '0091-1- 4500 25193 + -0116-r

At Storr in the Isle of Skye (2341 feet high) the mean height of the barometer was 27'464 inches. The most severe
weather ever encountered by any of the observing parties was at this station, which was only completed after the most
extraordinary perseverance. Shortly after the connncnccment of the observing, a storm of wind carried away the wooden
houses of the men, and left the observatory roofless. Three observatory roofs were subsequently demolished at different
periods, and for some time the observatory was used without a roof, being filled with snow every night and emptied every
morning. The instrument was protected under shelter of the cooking-house.
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shown that the irregularities in its height from day to day, which appear to be chiefly caused by

irregularities in the atmospheric pressure, are nearly the same on every part of the Irish coast at

the same time.

In consideration of the advantage of mean water as the plane of reference for altitudes, it
was adopted by Major-General Colby for the levels and altitudes of the Ordnance survey of the

north of England and Scotland, which are all referred to mean water at Liverpool.
When the observations of the general triangulation were resumed in the north of Scotland,

in the summer of 18 38, by the late Lieutenant-Colonel Robe, R.E., several tidal stations were

formed and the height of mean water ascertained for the determination of the heights of the

trigonometrical stations? The distances of these tidal stations with respect to the trigonometrical
stations were determined by special triangulations, observed with 5 and 7-inch theodolites. It
seems unnecessary to give more than the results of these operations, which are as follows :—

Height

Names.
abofizvfimn Log. Distance. From

of the Sea.

_ 4'5143882 Ben Hutirr.
Roan Island . . . . 243 88 {5_o733199 Ben Clibrti’g
. _ 4.

'
6709~84 Fashven.

Rispond . . . . . 7o 13 {44363163 Ben Hutig
_ 4

'
0643398 Cnoc-ghiubhais.

Clashearnaeh . . . . 228 12
{4.3947377 Fashvem

Berriedale Tower . . . l87‘ 76 4' 362 1023 Scarabin.
Brock . . . . . . 91‘02 3'9539667 Dunnet Head.
Loch Seaforth, Cottage . 33 '65 4' 304.1 556 Cleisham.
Callernish . . . . . 46

' 86 4' 1315796 Ben More, South Uist.

"‘ The descriptions of these stations are as follows :—
Roan Island Tide Station-The graduated tide-polewas erected in a quiet inlet on the eastern coast of Roan Island,
in the Kyle of Tongue : aBench-mark was cut on a rock, at the level of 8 ' 2 50 feet above the zero of the tide-pole. Front

the observations of 14 high and 14. low waters, the reading of mean water on the tide-pole was found to be 6'63 feet.
Thence, by levelling, the; height of the Tide Station was found to be 243 '88 feet above the mean level of the sea.

Rispond Tide Station—The graduated tide-pole was erected in a quiet inlet about 100 yards west of the Tide Station,

which was on the small headland forming the western promontory 0f the entrance to Loch Eriboll. From the observations

of 34 tides, the reading of mean water on the tide-pole was found to be 7
' 16 feet. Thence, by levelling, the height of the

Tide Station was found to be 70' 13 feet above the mean level of the sea.
'
‘

Clashcarnach Tide Station—The tide-pole was erected in a small inlet to the east of Cape Wrath Lighthouse ; the
Tide Station being on the cliff above it. At this point only three tides were observed, and, by levelling, the height of the
Tide Station was found to be 228 ' 12 above the mean level of the sea.
Berriedale Lower Tower.—The tide-pole was erected in a small rocky inlet on the east side and immediately under the
ruins of the old Castle of Berriedale, in Caithness-shire. The mean of 4.1 tides gave 8 '91 1 for the reading of the pole,
corresponding to mean water. A hole was jumped in the rock corresponding to 10‘ 75 feet on the pole. The height of
the bottom of the tower was found by levelling to be 187' 76 feet above the mean level of the sea.
Brock Tide Station, near Dnnnet Head—Record of the tidal observations defective. The Tide Station is found by
levelling to be 99'93 feet above lowest tide, or 91-02 above mean water.
Loch Seafort/z Tide Station, Island of Lewis—The graduated tide-pole was erected about a quarter of a mile south
west of Sir Frederic Johnstone’s cottage, at the first rocky point projecting a little into the Loch. The mean of 51 tides
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Of the stations composing the principal triangulation, the heights of the following have been
obtained by spirit-levelling :—

Height Height

Names.
Mezzoiivel Remarks. Names. Mezzoizve‘ Remarks.

of the Sea. of the Sea.

Feet. Feet.

Arbury Hill . . . . 735 '26 Surface. Hensbarrow . . . . 1026'99 Surface.
Beacon Hill . . . . 668'74 ,, High Wilhays. . . . 2039'61 ,,

Blackdown . . . . 790'00 Monument 861 '38. Inglcboro’ . . . . . 2373'40 ,,
Ben Lomond . . . . 3192' 16 Surface. Karnminnis . . . . 799' 78 ,,

Ben Nevis . . . . . 4406' 31 ,, Lincoln Minster . . . 4.75
'
35 Pinnacles.

Botton Head . . . . 1489'00 ,, Maker Church . . . 366' 35 Surface.
Burleigh Moor . . . 581

' 10 ,, Malvern . . . . . 1396
'
20 ,,

Calton Hill . . . . 349'50 ,, Merrick . . . . . 2764'80 ,,

Clifton Beacon . . . 4.60'90 ,, Monach . . . . . 813 '83 ,,

Cnringdon . . . . . 655'55 ,, North Rona . . . . 355'20 ,,

Cowhythe . . . . . 272'75 Above low water. Old Sarnm Castle. . . 404'68 ,,
Crifi'el . . . . . . 1866‘60 Surface. Olll Sarum Gun . . . 241 '31 ,,

Ditchling . . . . . 814-17 ,, Pcrtinney . . . . . 735'47 ,,

Dunkcry . . . . . I 706 '44 ,, Pi'ccelly . . . . . I 757 '90 ,,
Dunnose . . . . . 77!

'
90 ,, Sayrs Law. . . . . 1753 '07 ,,

Dunstable . . . . . 800'2 5 ,, S. End Lough Foyle Base 88'00 ,,
East Lomond . . . . I471 '30 ,, Southampton . . . 78 '00 ,,
Garforth Clifl'. . . . 342-04. ,, Saint Paul’s . . . . 4.17'91 Top of Cross.
Gerth of Scaw . . . 70'20 ,, Swaff ham . . . . . 372-60 Telescope.
Great Stirling . . . 260'50 ,, Swyro . . . . . . 674'40 Surface.
Great thrnside . . . 2310' 30 ,, Trevose . . . . . 242-58 ,,
Hanger Hill . . . . 201 ' 12 ,, York Minster . . . . 53' IO ,,

In order to show the degree of reliance to be placed upon the determinations of heights by
means of observed zenith distances, we shall now give in detail part of the calculation by which
the heights of those of the principal stations which have not been determined by levelling have

been ascertained.

\Ve shall commence with the stations on the north coast of Scotland, whose heights are

determinable with sufficient accuracy by means of the tide stations described in the last

page.
‘

The heights of the tide stations at Rispond, Clashcarnach, and Roan Island are 70-1, 228- 1,
and 243-9 feet respectively above mean water. Assume the height of Ben Hutig 1340 + x, of
Fashvcn 1495 + y, and of Cnoc-ghiubhais 976 + 2, then by means of the reciprocal observations
of these stations, and their observations of the tide stations, we have eleven equations for the

determination of :t', y, 2. These equations are thus obtained: the difference of height of Ben

gave 8
'
230 feet as the reading of mean water on the tide-pole, and, by levelling, the height of the ground at south-west

corner of the cottage was found to be 33'65 feet above the mean level of the sea.

Callemisb Point, in South Uist.—-The graduated tide-pole was erected in a sheltered situation about 200 yards north-east

of the Ru Callernish Pile. The result of 28 observed tides gave 10'48 feet for the reading of mean water on the pole ;

and, by levelling, the centre stone in the Callernish Pile was found to be 46'86 feet above the mean level of the sea.
-

4 A
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Hutig and Fashven is, by the observations at the former station, 156- 3, and by the observations at
the latter, 154-7; these quantities supply two equations, namely,

m—y— 155

+156-3=o} {x—y+1-3=o
0r

w—y— 155+ 154-7=O
In general, it is convenient to assume for the weight of an equation the number of observations

upon which it depends, divided by the are (5 — k) v, expressed in minutes: this quantity being

proportional to the distance, and Of a convenient magnitude. In thus estimating the weight, it is

by no means necessary to calculate it with precision. Thus the weights of the equations just
written down are each taken equal to unity. The reciprocal Observations at Ben Hutig and

Cnoc-ghiubhais give the equations—

\ a; — z + 1-7 = o

(17— Z + O'I = O

The weight of either may be taken at -75. From the eleven equations that may be deduced

in this manner between .1“ y and 2, we have finally, by the method of least squares, the following—

Ili—j/-—O-3=O

27-52— 2-031— 1-5z+ 0-o=o
— 2-02: + 22-oy - 9-oz — 18-0 = o

— 1-5z— 9-oy+36-5z+18-8—_-o

From these we have .2' = + 0-03; 3; = + 0-68; 2 = - 0-35; whence,
Height of Ben Hut/'5] --------- 1340-0 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
” Fashng .......... 1495.7 ” ”
,, Cnoc-glziubhais ------ 975-7 :: :9

These values satisfy the observations with much precision, and therefore the determinations may

be considered as satisfactory.

The height of the tide station Brock, near Dunnet Head, is 91 -0 feet above mean water, and

the height of Berriedale Tower, near Scarabin, was found by levelling to be 187-8 feet. By means
of these data we may fix the heights of Dunnet Head, Ben Chielt, and Scarabin. Assuming the

heights of these three stations to be 420 + 2', 940 + y, 2054 + 2, we have six equations for the
determination of .2', y, 2, which when combined, having respect to their weights,‘ form the group

4125a: — o-253/ — 1-002 + 77-52 = o

— Msw + +0021 — 3-75z — 2-55 = O
— I-oorc — 3-75y + 24752 + 1-03 = o

Whence we have 2‘ = — 1 -88; _1
/ = + 0-48; z = — 0-04. Applying these corrections, therc

results —

Height of Dunnet Head ------- 418-1 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
,, Ben Chielt --------- 940- 5 ,, ,,

,, Scarabin --------- 2054-0 ,, ,,

We may compare these results with what would have been derived from Ben Hutig. The

reciprocal observations at Dunnet Head and Ben Hutig (two observations at each) give 917 feet
for the difference of height: this applied to the height of Ben Hutig as just determined, namely

* When the weight deduced, as explained above, does not much exceed T16, the corresponding equation is rejected.
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1340 feet, would give the height of Dunnet Head 423 feet, showing a discrepancy of 5 feet. The

reciprocal observations at Ben Chielt and Ben Hutig give 415 feet as the difference of height of

those stations: this quantity applied to the height of Ben Hutig gives 925 feet for the height of

Ben Chielt, which is probably too small by 15 feet. And finally, the ten observations at Scarabin

give 74.4 feet for the difference of height of that station and Ben Hutig: this applied to the height
of Ben Hutig would give the height of Scarabin too great by 30 feet.
The height of Ben Clibrig may be determined very satisfactorily from Fashven, Ben Hutig,

Scarabin, Dunnet Head, and Ben Chielt; and also by means of the observations at Ben Clibrig of

the Roan Island Tide Station. We have thus ten determinations of the required height; of these,

six are between 3151 and 3158 feet; the others are 3140-6 ; 3162-1; 3170-6; and 31680.
Thus the height of Ben Clibrig is found, by giving to each determination its proper weight, to be

3 1 57
- 6 feet.

From the levelled heights of Ben Nevis (4406-3 feet) and Ben Lomond (3192-2 feet) we

may determine the heights of Scournalapich (3774 + .t'), Mamsuil (3862 + y), Ben Lawers

(3984 + z), and Ben Macdui (4292 + This system of points supplies twenty equations for the
determination of the four unknown heights. These equations resolve themselves into the following
system—

30-500— 23-0 y + - -- — 2-5ow + 42-70 = 0
— 23,-0.2 + 285 y — 2-0 2 — 0-7520 — 20-35 = o
- -— 2-0 y+I3-25z— 5-0 w+16-4o=0
— 25w — 0-75y — 5-0 z + 11-75w — 45-45 = O

Whence— _

x= — 1'24; 3!: —°'13;z= + 0-10; to: + 3-64,
So that we thus have—

Height of Scournalapich ------- 3772-8 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
,, llfamsuil --------- 3861-8 ,, ,,

,, Ben Lawers -------- 3984-1 ,, ,,

,, Ben Macdui ------- 4295.6 ” ”

The greatest discrepancy here brought out is in the connection of Mamsuil and Ben Lawers.
We have obtained, as most probable, their difference of height, 122 -3 feet; but the observations

(twenty in number) at Ben Lawers give 161 -4 feet for the difference of height, and the observa

tions (twenty-one in number) at Mamsuil give 85-4 feet for the difference of height.

If, however, we calculate the difference of height by means of the difference of the observed
zenith distances, instead of using a value of the coefficient of refraction, we get 124 feet, which

agrees satisfactorily with the heights we have assigned. And similarly with respect to Ben Lawers

and Ben Macdui:* the differences of height calculated independently are 289- I and 3 32 -4 feet, but

if we combine the zenith distances and thus eliminate the coefficient of refraction, the result is

311 feet, which agrees exactly with the heights assigned as most probable.

4‘ Ben Macdui, or, as more correctly spelt, Beinn-muic-dhuibh, has been sometimes stated as the highest mountain in Great

Britain ; but as the probable error of the height here given can scarcely amount to 10 feet, Ben Nevis has the advantage

by at least 100 feet of height.

4 A 2
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The difference of height of Ben Clibrig and Ben Macdui is thus 1138 feet. These points are

mutually visible, and ten observed zenith distances at Ben Macdui give 1162 feet for the difference

of height, while four observations at Ben Clibrig give 1 103 feet ; the mean of these results, having

respect to their relative weights, gives 1146 feet for the difference of height. This is sufficiently
satisfactory when the distance, 85 miles, is considered.

The points Bcn Macdui and Scarabin are also mutually visible. By means of seventeen obser

vations at Ben Macdui, the difference of height is found to be 2301 feet, while a single observation

at Scarabin gives 2208 ; the former exceeds the probable truth by 60 feet, the latter is in defect

by 33 feet: the distance is 80 miles. By eight observations at Sayrs Law, distant 93 miles, the
height of Macdui is 4314-0 feet.

The station Knock is well observed from Cowhythe, whose levelled height is 267- 7 feet, and

may be safely determined from that point alone. We thus obtain 1416-9 feet for the height of
I

Knock.

The heights of Mount Battock and Corryhabbie may be safely determined by their connection

with Ben Macdui, Knock, and Cowhythc. Putting 2557 + .z' and 2 55 5 + y for the required heights,
we have ten equations for determining z and y, which resolve themselves into the equations—

12-252 — 6-oy + 109-2 = o
— 6o 1 +18-5y — 270-1 = o

from which there results I = - 2-10, j/ = + 13-92. Consequently,
Height of illount Buttock ----- 2554-9 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
,, Corry/iabbie ------- 2568 -9 ,, ”

These determinations represent the observations with tolerable exactness. The heights of

Corryhabbie, as deduced from Knock, Cowhythc, and Ben Macdui separately, are 2582, 2559,
and 2571, the mean differing by 3feet from the most probable height just deduced. Yet on

comparing this with the height of Ben Nevis a very large discrepancy is brought out. The true

difference of height is 1837-4 feet, whereas nineteen observations at Corryhabbie give 1957-4 feet

for the difference of height, and fourteen observations at Ben Nevis give 1948-4, either of which,

notwithstanding the great number of observations, must be more than a hundred feet greater than

the truth: the distance is very nearly 80 miles. A similar effect is observed in comparing Corry
habbie with other distant stations, all tending to show an unusual amount of refraction at Corry
habbie. This extraordinary refraction may perhaps be satisfactorily explained by the circumstance

that thc top of the hill is an extensive flat.
The height of Ben Wyvis may be ascertained from Ben Clibrig, Scournalapich, and Mamsuil,

without having recourse to more distant stations. We thus have five determinations, all lying
between 3402 -6 and 3426-6, which, when combined with respect to their weights, give—

Height of Ben lVyvis -------- 3422-5 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
The observations at Scarabin give 3410-4, at Ben Macdui 3419- 7, while from Ben Nevis forty_

two observations give 3501 -2, and twenty-seven observations at Corryhabbie give 3479-4.
From Ben Lawers, Ben Lomond, Ben Macdui, Mount Battock, East Lomond, Ben Nevis, and

Sayrs Law, we may obtain fourteen determinations of the height of Ben Cleugh, ranging between
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2327 and 2 366, from which the height required is found to be 2352 - 5 feet. The greatest discre

pancies are shown by the distant points Ben Nevis and Ben Macdui.
'

Nine determinations of the height of Glashmeal may be obtained from Corryhabbie, Ben

Macdui, Ben Lawers, Ben Cleugh, and Mount Battock. The values range between 3564 and 3482,
'

the greatest value resulting in each case from the observations at Glashmeal, which are few in

number, and therefore of small weight. The greatest discrepancy amounts to 62 feet, and results

from the three observations of Corryhabbie at Glashmeal, a distance of little more than 33 miles.
The most probable height of Glashmeal from these determinations is 3 501 -7 feet.
By means of the known heights of Sayrs Law, Ben Cleugh, Merrick, and Criffel, and the

mutual observations of Hart Fell, Dunrich, Wisp, and Cheviot, we may determine the heights of
the last four points. Putting Hart Fell = 2640 + .1', Dunrich = 2440 + y, Wisp = 1950 + z,
Cheviot = 2670 + w, we get twenty-eight equations for determining :v, y, z, w, which resolve
themselves into the following—

14-6a: — 5-oy — 3'42 - r-o'w — 16-1 = o- 5-02: + 9-33/ — o-8z — 1-2'w + 63-6 = o
— 3-4m — o-8y + 6-52 - r-z'w— 13-5 = o
— 1-oa: — 1-23/ -— 1-2z + 5-4'w -— 4-6 = c

From which we obtain—
. x=—1-6;y=——7-8;z=+o-1;w=—1-2

So that we have

Height 0f Hart Fe” -------- 2638-4 Feet above Mean Level of Sea.
” Dunrich .......... 1432.2 ” ”
” I/Visp ........... 1950.1 ” ”
” Cheviot .......... _ n ”

The largest discrepancies here occur in the observations of Merrick at Hart Fell; Cheviot at
Dunrich; and Hart Fell at \Visp. Seventeen observations at Hart Fell give 159-2 feet for the
difference of height of Merrick and Hart Fell, which probably exceeds the truth by 30 feet at

least. In the other two cases the discrepancies are also about 30 feet each, but depend upon a

very small number of observations.

The observations at Hart Fell present great irregularities; the range in many cases being so

large as to render it difficult to say what is the most probable mean zenith distance of the object

observed.


